You are cordially invited to
attend a murder mystery party

Hosted by:
__________________________________________________
You are assigned to play the role of:
__________________________________________________

Date: ________________Time: _________________
Scene of the crime: ____________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
RSVP: _______________________________________
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR GAME, GO TO WWW.YOURMYSTERYPARTY.COM/TEENAWARDS
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INVITED GUEST LIST
GUEST

JUSTIN
BEBRE
Pop Star

CELENE
GOMEZ
Singer, Songwriter,
Actress

LOGAN
LEEMAN
Actor

GENNY
LAWRENT
Actress

IAN SUMHALD
Actor, Model

TAYE SWIFTLY
Pop Star

ROBBIE
PATTERSON
Actor, Songwriter

BRIEF BIO

SUGGESTED ATTIRE

Justin Bebre is an international pop icon. Discovered
as a young teen, Justin has grown up in front of the
world’s eyes. Lately, Justin has rebelled against society
and has landed in the tabloids for various stunts. His
publicity team has a difficult time controlling him.
Hopefully, he will obey the rules at the Teen Idol
Awards.
Celene Gomez is a former Texan who acquired her first
acting job as a child on a popular kid’s television
program. Recently, she has made it big as a singer on
the pop charts with her album Dancing Stars. Celene
spends all of her free time working with children’s
charities and doesn’t have much time for the drama her
fellow teen idols create.
A diehard prankster among friends, Logan is no
stranger to the Hollywood big screen. Known for his
good looks and charismatic manner, he is definitely a
charmer among the ladies. However, everything isn’t
always rainbows and sunshine as sometimes, his
pranks land him in boiling hot lava.
After launching her acting career in the commercial
scene, this Hollywood starlet is now one of the top rated
actresses on the big screen. Genny is super friendly on
the surface, but behind the scenes, her altered ego
takes control. Watch out for this two-faced vixen.
Ian Sumhald is known for his striking blue eyes and has
one of the most famous faces on the small screen. He
has recently made his mark in television history as a
main character in The Vampire Chronicles. Even
though he is a tad older than his competition, he is still
in the running for this year’s Top Teen Idol.
This Grammy-winning country music star hit the charts
at such a young age, she became the youngest
songwriter to be hired by Giddyup Publishing House.
The quick fame and fortune certainly hasn’t gone to her
head – where her fans are concerned. Nonetheless,
her inner circle’s familiar with her secret temper
tantrums when she doesn’t get her way.
A somewhat late bloomer as compared to his peers,
Robbie Patterson became an overnight movie star with
the release of the movie Vampires at Dawn. He is a
quirky trendsetter who can do no wrong in the eyes of
the teen girl.

Trendy muscle shirt,
dark sunglasses,
thick chain as an
optional prop.

Glamorous evening
attire, long, brown
hair curled in soft
ringlets (wig if
needed).

Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.
Glamorous evening
attire – hair blonde,
curled in soft waves
(wig if needed).
Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.

Glamorous evening
attire – hair blonde,
curled in soft waves
(wig if needed).

Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.
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MEESHA
Pop Star

MAYNOR
LOTNER
Actor

DEMY LOVOTO
Singer, Songwriter,
Actress

EMMA WATTS
Actress

DANNY
RATCLIFT
Actor

LUCINDA
HAIL
Actress

MILLY
CYPRESS
Pop Star

OFFICER
NELSON
Police Officer

Eccentric is Meesha’s middle name, or at least her
image should be in the dictionary by the description.
She is one of the most peculiar pop stars in the running
for Top Teen Idol this year. If you’ll attend the Teen Idol
Awards, get ready for some weird conversations with
this pop diva.
Known for his chiseled physique, Maynor Lotner is
rapidly becoming one of Hollywood’s top actors.
Ranked as #2 on the Most Awesome Bod list of Top
Teen Magazine, this martial artist is also a popular
voice actor. Maynor is one of the friendliest Hollywood
teen icons and is a loyal, dedicated friend.
A dear friend of Celene Gomez and former Texan,
Demy Lovoto dabbles in a little bit of everything in the
entertainment industry. She’s starred on television
shows as a child, had several concert tours, and has
served as a judge on American Factor - a reality talent
competition. Unfortunately, Demy struggles with
emotional disorders.
Emma’s claim to fame is starring in the Harvard Spotter
movie series about wizardry since she was a child.
Now, she is branching out into more mature movie roles
and is reportedly having a difficult time with the
transition. This childish Brit is anything but pleasant if
she isn’t waited on hand-and-foot.
Danny’s claim to fame is starring in the Harvard Spotter
movie series about wizardry since he was a child. After
doing a stint on Broadway, he is back, making a splash
on the big screen. Danny is one of the rising stars of
Hollywood and is destined to become a legend.
A former reality star, Lucinda Hail has made her home
on the television screen in a series called Gorgeous
Thieves. Lucinda’s pretty mug is often staring at you at
the grocery checkout lines, as she is a popular choice
for the cover of teen mags. Lucinda is a top contender
for this year’s Top Teen Idol.
Milly Cypress started her career playing the role of a
cute and talented kid rock star called Allie from Cali.
Lately, she has gone off the deep end, and nobody
knows what she will do next.
You’ll wonder how this crabby, introverted police officer
ever thought s/he could protect and serve the people of
Anonville. Surprisingly, Officer Nelson is one of the
most highly decorated officers at the station! One likely
scenario is that Officer Nelson has simply intimidated
everybody at the station, and everybody does as they
are told by Officer Nelson.

Quirky pop star attire
such as short dress,
torn fishnet stockings
and bright colored
heels.
If you have
abdominal muscles –
go shirtless. If not,
wear a plaid or
striped button down
shirt, jeans.
Glamorous evening
attire, long, brown
hair curled in soft
ringlets (wig if
needed).

Classy Hollywood –
nice evening gown.
Brown, short hair
(wig, if needed).
Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans
Glamorous evening
attire, long, brown
hair styled straight
(wig if needed).
White spandex top
and pants, hair
blonde, short (wig if
needed).

Police uniform.
Optional to have fake
guns, handcuffs, as
props.
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POLICE
OFFICER
Anonville P.D.

POPPY RAZZI
Tabloid Reporter

TABLOID
NEWS CREW
Starry Scoop Magazine

JOSHUA
HUTCHSON
Actor

LIAM
HENYWORT
Actor

BRAKE
Rap Artist, Actor

RIJUANA
Pop Star, Fashion
Designer

EMMA SLOAN
Actress

The police officers of the city of Anonville are a strong,
united team. They always have each other’s backs,
and will do anything in their power to fight for justice and
keep the peace.
Poppy Razzi is always on top of the latest story and
sometimes before the story happens! Poppy’s an ultraambitious investigative reporter for the tabloid magazine
Starry Scoop and will stop at nothing to be first to get
the scoop. Poppy is rarely seen without a troupe of
colleagues from the magazine.

The reporting team from Starry Scoop magazine is
known as the most bothersome and sometimes
infuriating paparazzi to celebrities. They will do
absolutely anything it takes to get the scoop.
Joshua Hutchson is an American television and film
actor. He kick started his career with comedy roles and
recently climbed to the top of the Hollywood elite
through his portrayal of a young teen fighting for his life
in the hit movie Hungry Games.
This Aussie hunk has blessed the Australian big screen
with his beautiful mug since he was a teen. He’s since
switched to the American big screen and is known best
for his role as a young teen fighting for his life in the hit
movie Hungry Games. However, he takes his movie
roles too seriously.
Brake is the Canadian born rap artist and actor. Brake
got his first break on a television series known as
Regrassi: The Next Gen. After releasing a slew of mix
tapes, he finally signed to a rap record label and broke
into the mainstream music industry. Rumor has it that
Brake wants to ditch his fame and become a
veterinarian. His diehard fans hope the rumor is false!
Rijuana is a trendy recording artist who is no stranger to
the top of the Grillboard Music Charts. Her shelves are
filled with Grammy Awards, American Video Awards,
and more Grillboard Music Awards than she can count.
Yet, among all of this success, she hasn’t let it go to her
head. She’s a sweet and caring friend.
Originally hailing from a small town in Arizona, this big
screen beauty has fought zombies, assisted
superheroes, and even given cartoon characters a
voice on her road to stardom. At an early age, Emma
was determined to make it big in Hollywood. This
strong-minded star will do anything it takes to get what
she wants.

Police uniform.
Optional to have fake
guns, handcuffs, as
props.
Casual business
attire (i.e. oxford
shirt, pants). An
optional microphone
and notepad as
props
Casual business
attire (i.e. oxford
shirt, pants). An
optional microphone
and notepad as
props
Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.
Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.

Trendy Hollywood –
oxford button down
shirt, jacket and
jeans.

Glamorous evening
attire, short, dark
brown hair in a
trendy cut (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, vibrant red hair
curled in soft ringlets
(wig if needed).
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EMILY BROWN
Actress

KELLIE
O’BOURNE
Pop Star, Philanthropist

JACKIE
O’BOURNE
Philanthropist

MIRANDA
CASGRAVE
Actress, Singer

MIRA CUNIS
Actress

KIRSTIN
STEWARD
Actress

EMMY
ROBERTSON
Actress, Fashion Icon

This pouty-lipped Australian born young lady was
unintentionally discovered during a grade school play!
After climbing the ladder in the Oz entertainment
industry, she arrived in America with her debut role as
Violet in A Series of Mishaps. Nevertheless, fame isn’t
everything, as Emily is difficult to get along with - both
on and off the set.
The quirky Kellie O’Bourne grew up in the shadows of
her father’s massive musical career. She grew up
taking a back seat to her famous dad. Recently she has
made herself a household name through her work in
television, with charity work and fashion.
Jackie O’Bourne is the demure sibling of Kellie
O’Bourne. A few years younger and much quieter,
Jackie prefers to linger in the shadows. Jackie spends
the days avoiding the limelight and working as many
community projects as possible to help the needy and
homeless.
Miranda’s career was kick-started by her starring roles
in commercials as a child. She had her film debut when
she was only ten with the hit movie High School of
Rock. Miranda later ventured back to television and
landed roles on Nickelodeon, soon becoming one of the
highest paid teen actresses. Unfortunately, Miranda
has a big problem with interrupting others, and can be
quite taxing to speak to at times.
Hailing from the Ukraine, Mira came to the U.S. with her
family in hopes of starting a film career. She got
everything she ever dreamed of by the time she was
fifteen by landing her first television role on The ‘70’s
Show. Mira is ultra-competitive with her Hollywood
counterparts, and sometimes, this can lead to heated
debates.
Kirstin Steward is a talented actress but personally, she
is one of the most awkward people you’ll ever
encounter. While speaking to Kirstin, she will stare
directly into your eyes without blinking while adding
periods of uneasy silence. Be cautious of being stuck
in a lengthy chat with her unless you enjoy being
uncomfortable.
Emmy is the beautiful cousin of the uber-talented
actress, Julia Boberts. Because of her connections,
Emmy had a golden road paved for her to the
Hollywood scene. However, the fashionable starlet will
be the first to boast she would have made it on the big
screen without any help. Emmy is a bit narcissistic.

Glamorous evening
attire, dark red hair in
a short, shag (wig if
needed).
Trendy and quirky
evening attire, purple
hair curled in a short,
trendy cut (wig if
needed).
Conservative
evening attire. You
don’t want to stand
out, you’re shy.

Glamorous evening
attire, long, dark
brown, flowing hair
(wig if needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, long medium
brown hair (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, shaggy dark
brown shoulder
length hair (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, long blonde
hair (wig if needed).
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BONNY WRIT
Actress

ANNIE
HADAWAY
Actress

CHLOE
MORITZY
Actress

ADELIA
Singer, Songwriter

For years, Bonny Writ lurked in the shadows of
Hollywood as the little sister of Don Weasel in the
movie series Harvard Spotter. She has grown to be
one of the most gifted actresses and most beautiful
faces in Hollywood. However, she is ill at ease around
her attention-grabbing colleagues from the Harvard
Spotter series. Bonny craves the spotlight.
Annie Hadaway is one of the top actresses in the
entertainment industry. She has Academy Awards to
her name, as well as a few Emmy Awards. Her
colleagues, especially the up-and-coming actresses,
are often overcome with jealousy over her success.
However, Annie takes their behavior with a grain of salt,
as she is used to envious rivals.
Known best for her roles on the exciting movie series
Kickin’ Booty, Chloe is a serious breath of fresh air.
She is one of the friendliest stars in Hollywood, and is
humble to the core. Everybody wants to be Chloe’s
friend.
Adelia is the Scottish-born singer and songwriter who
has come out of nowhere and topped the American
charts with several number one hits! This shining star is
an overnight success story, and she’s modest to boot!
Adelia is an absolute pleasure to be around! Rumor has
it that she’s a top contender for the Teen Idol of the
Year!

Glamorous evening
attire, vibrant red hair
of any shade, length
(wig if needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, dark brown,
short shag hair (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, long, messy
blonde hair (wig if
needed).

Glamorous evening
attire, long, dark
brown, flowing hair
(wig if needed).
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